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“GREENJOIST”: A NEW RESEARCH INTO THE GREEN WORLD

The innovation project “Greenjoist” will be presented at Xylexpo and is co-financed by European
Union under the programme “Life+” and is carried
on by a consortium of 5 companies from 4 EU
Countries coordinated by Imal. Acimall is partner
for the dissemination activity. This innovative process showcases a new process for the production
of high-quality, cost-effective joists from recycled
wood waste through the realization of a pilot plant
at a pre-industrial, non-commercial scale to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of this
novel recycling process. The project starts from
the design, realization and operation of a pilot
plant for the construction of high quality joists
made from 100 percent recycled wood waste
and using innovative eco-friendly glue based on

THE NEW “LB0-60/A STS”

lignin, tannin or starch, stemming from research
developed by the partner Chimar (www.chimarhellas.com). The products, joists, skids, pallet
blocks etc. made of “Super compacted recycled
wood” (Scrw), will also be at least 35 percent
cheaper than the usual ones made of virgin solid
wood. Additionally, “Greenjoist” will create new
markets in the logistics and packaging sectors
(pallet production, timber mats, frames), in outdoor
architecture and decoration, piping and construction supports as well as fencing. R&D laboratory activities, showing the feasibility and benefits
of the process, as well as the quality of the end
product, have already been carried out by the
project partners. The project will require thorough
trials and tuning at a production level, to confirm

the suitability and validity of the equipment, processes and end product. To this end, a pre-commercial pilot plant will be constructed and a set
of impact measurement and dissemination activities
will be put forward. The next step, before proceeding with the construction of the prototype and
sending it to the partner Eirebloc (www.eirebloc.com), is to verify the possibility of varying
the die at the infeed of the screw to produce the
different formats available on the market. The
project is currently running to schedule after a
change made to the Consortium partners.
Hall 2, stand N13-Q10-Q12.
www.greenjoistproject.eu
www.imalpal.com
www.acimall.com

Always at the service of their customers, Volpato
srl present a new special machine model “LBO60/A STS” for sanding panels to reach Highgloss
finishing.
Using the sanding belt for primer the customer
gets the finishing required with the cotton brush
and abrasive pasta.
It’s ideal for client who have small different
batches and the high quality to reach or for
bigger customers who have oversize pieces for
a standard machines.
hey produce one model with the manual movement of the working table and one with the automatic movement.
Changing the brush, the machine can be used
to structuring wood also and it is very interesting
for metal, aluminium, etc. Very versatile machine.
The other new machine model “LBO 60 A STS
T” sand automatically with sanding belt and a
special pad for all curved panels including the
primer.
Hall 3, stand P01-Q02.
www.volpatolasm.com

BOTTENE

THE COMPLETE RANGE ON SHOW

Bottene will be presenting at Xytlexpo its complete
range of crosscut saws, finger jointers, scanners
and automations at Xylexpo and, in particular,
the “Opti 599” high-performance optimizing crosscut saws which use the most advanced technologies such as scanning systems and X-rays for
automatic defect detection.
A complete range of single and pack-system
finger jointers for the production of wooden
houses, glue-lam beams, building panels and indoor and outdoor furniture.
The vastest range of specific crosscut saws for
crate and pallet manufacturers is available for
the packaging sector, from standalone machines
to completely automatic plants with super-high
production capacity.
Bottene Engineering designs and manufactures
complete "turnkey" plants for the production of
high-quality glue-lam and for any other need and
sector.
Hall 2, stand Q13-Q17.
www.bottene.it
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